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Abstract: Health Insurance fraud is a major crime that imposes significant financial and personal costs on individuals, businesses,
government and society as a whole. So there is a growing concern among the insurance industry about the increasing incidence of abuse
and fraud in health insurance. Health Insurance frauds are driving up the overall costs of insurers, premiums for policyholders,
providers and then intern countries finance system. It encompasses a wide range of illicit practices and illegal acts. This paper provides
an approach to detect and predict potential frauds by applying big data, hadoop environment and analytic methods which can lead to
rapid detection of claim anomalies. The solution is based on a high volume of historical data from various insurance company data and
hospital data of a specific geographical area. Such sources are typically voluminous, diverse, and vary significantly over the time.
Therefore, distributed and parallel computing tools collectively termed big data have to be developed. Paper demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the open-source predictive modeling framework we used, describe the results from various predictive modeling
techniques .The platform is able to detect erroneous or suspicious records in submitted health care data sets and gives an approach of
how the hospital and other health care data is helpful for the detecting health care insurance fraud by implementing various data
analytic module such as decision tree, clustering and naive Bayesian classification. Aim is to build a model that can identify the claim is
a fraudulent or not by relating data from hospitals and insurance company to make health insurance more efficient and to ensure that
the money is spent on legitimate causes. Critical objectives included the development of a fraud detection engine with an aim to help
those in the health insurance business and minimize the loss of funds to fraud.
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1. Introduction
Health care has become a major expenditure .The size of the
health care sector and the enormous volume of money
involved make it an attractive fraud target. Healthcare fraud,
based on the definition of the National Health Care Anti-fraud
Association is an intentional deception or misrepresentation
made by a person or an entity, with the knowledge that the
deception could result in some kinds of unauthorized benefits
to that person or entity. Not only is the financial loss a great
concern, fraud also severely hinders the health care system
from providing quality and safe care to legitimate patients.
Therefore, effective fraud detection is important for
improving the quality and reducing the cost of health care
services.
Frauds committed by a Policyholder could consist of members that are not eligible, concealment of age, concealment
of pre-existing diseases, failure to report any vital information, providing false information regarding self or any other
family member, failure in disclosing previously settled or
rejected claims, frauds in physician’s prescriptions, false
documents, false bills, exaggerated claims, etc.
An important question being asked today in health informatics is how big data healthcare implementations can help correlate and collates insights across various heterogeneous
data sources to enable a better understanding of issues. This
method studies how a big data framework can be leveraged
to extract and preprocess data. They leveraged on Hadoop as
our big data framework to archive performance, scalability
and fault tolerance. Hadoop is a popular open source mapreduce implementation, which is being used as an alternative
to store and process extremely large data sets on commodity
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hardware. To achieve this goal, they use Hive as an opensource data warehousing solution built on top of Hadoop. In
addition, we use Hive as an open-source data warehousing
solution built on top of Hadoop. Hive supports queries expressed in a SQL like declarative language – HiveQL. RHadoop is a bridge between R, a language and environment to
statistically explore data sets, and Hadoop, a framework that
allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across
clusters of computers. RHadoop is built out of three components which are R packages: rmr, rhdfs and rhbase. The rmr
package offers Hadoop Map Reduce functionalities in R.
The rhdfs package offers basic connectivity to the Hadoop
Distributed File System. It comes with convenient functions
to browse, read, write, and modify files stored in HDFS. The
rhbase package offers basic connectivity to HBase. It comes
with convenient functions to browse, read, write, and modify
tables stored in HBASE. Such tools enable important quality
of care metrics to be developed across hundreds of dimensions. In this work the focus is on demonstrating how our
implementation using current big data tools leveraged this
ability to manage millions of events efficiently to develop
accurate predictive models for detecting health insurance
fraud. In proposed system we build a predictive model that
can identify the erroneous or suspicious insurance claims.
a) First the tables are loaded into Hadoop file system.
b) All the selected predictor variables are retrieved from
different tables and combined into a single coherent data
set which is used for modeling using Hive queries.
c) By selecting and applying various classification prediction techniques using RHadoop and R Studio the actual
model building task is done.
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In our proposed system we use classification techniques such
as decision tree, Naive Bayes classifier and clustering because
they are some of the most popular and effective techniques .

2. Data:
Sources,
Preprocessing

Characteristics

and

Sources of data:
This phase involves exploring the raw data in order to gain
initial insights and discover interesting actionable patterns.
Getting familiar with the data is extremely important because knowledge of the data is useful in data preprocessing,
a prerequisite for building a predictive model. Real world
data that collected from different hospital and insurance
company data is noisy and heterogeneous in nature and in
order to get the data ready for modeling it is necessary to
closely examine the attributes and their values. As the data
comes from different sources are of different format such as
ORACLE XML MY CSV MR TEXT ODS
SQL

DAT
.....

models. This phase poses several challenges due to the presence of heterogeneity in the real time health care data and
prevalence of missing values and inconsistencies. The missing values in a dataset of hospital and insurance company
databases will lead to an inaccurate result of an analytics of
predictive modeling.
Designing of data for domain specific or Attribute Selection:
This step aims to define new features out of the original attributes, to maximize the discrimination power of the statistical method in separating fraudulent and legitimate cases.
Health insurance is a complex phenomenon governed by
multiple variables because there is no universal factor that
can be used to predict the fraud. One of our major challenges is to determine the factors that have a significant impact on detection of fraudulent claim present in the data set.
The number of these features needs to be further reduced,
i.e., only those with certain discrimination power will be
kept for statistical analysis. For example the attributes that
selected for fraud detection in insurance data sets are

need to be handled. Gaining insights into the data, such as
the type of attributes present, the kind of data values for
each attribute and their distribution, help with subsequent
analysis. The data set is prepared from the hospital database
which consists of detail description about the patient’s medical history, diagnosis history, addiction history, length of
stay, illness of patient and many factors and the insurance
company data consist of insurance claim details such as insurerid , age, disease type, diagnosis, hospitalization details
etc . This phase involves creating of data set from the data
that is collected from different sources that is necessary for
predictive modelling.
Figure 3: Insurance company insurance claim dataset
And then in order to apply factor analysis have to make the
data to numeric value and to apply decision tree we have to
make the class column (fraud or not) to binary. Such way to
apply various analytical algorithms we need to make the
data to domain specific according the requirement.

3. Analysis Methods for Detecting Fraud in
Health Insurance
Factor Analysis

Data Preprocessing
Once we have a good understanding of the data we need to
prepare it for modeling. Data preprocessing is a precursory
step to the actual modeling and helps in constructing the
final homogeneous data set suitable for training predictive
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Factor analysis is a statistical method used to describe variability among observed, correlated variables in terms of a
potentially lower number of unobserved variables called
factors. For example, it is possible that variations in four
observed variables mainly reflect the variations in two unobserved variables. For finding factors in insurance claim database which will contribute more for the decision are extracted by using factor analysis. For factor analysis first need
to convert the data into numerical form. And then by using
the correlation matrix find the Eigen values and cumulative
variance which will intern help to find how many variables
has more impact. Then by using factor loading matrix we
find the error values and then adding one more factor to minimize the error. This process goes on till factors will suffi-
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cient to describe the class.

investigation. By relating those type of case from the decision tree from the insurance claim dataset with the patient
details of the same insurer, we can find out the claim is fraudulent or not.

Test of the hypothesis that 6 factors are sufficient.
The chi square statistic is 5.11 on 4 degrees of freedom.
The p-value is 0.276

4. Performance
Method

In paper first we have applied factor analytics in the final
dataset of patient and insurance claim. And the factors or
variable with higher impact were found out. Then further
analytical methods are applied on those data.
Decision tree
Decision tree is the method to find the target value and
check the possibility of the trends with the different
branches. In the decision tree all are instances are
represented as the attribute values and it automatically perform the reduction of the complexity and selection of the
features and regarding the predictive analysis its structure is
vary understandable and interpretable.
This generates a tree from the given training samples. Each
of the interior nodes of the tree is labeled by an attribute,
while branches that load from the node are labeled by the
values of the attribute. The tree construction process is heuristically guided by choosing the most informative attribute
at each step, aimed at minimizing the expected number of
tests needed for classification. Let E be the current set of
training examples, and C1.... Cn the decision classes. A decision tree is constructed by repeatedly calling a tree construction algorithm in each generated node of the tree. Tree construction stops when all examples in a node are of the same
class. Leaf node is labeled by a value of the class variable.
Otherwise the most informative attribute say Ai is selected
as the root of the sub tree, and the current training set E is
split into subsets Ei according to the values of the most informative attribute. Recursively, a sub tree Ti is built for
each Ei. Ideally, each leaf is labeled by exactly one class
name. This is an effective method for decision making. because of below features
 Good interpret-ability of results
 Ability to generate rules from tree
 Ability to handle missing values
In paper we have applied decision tree in insurance claim
database and hospital patient database to find out the rules
which lead to a decision. A decision tree was built for each
group and then converted into a set of rules. An example in
the patient db the rule is: ―if Age is between 18 and 25 and
disease type= diabetes, and no. of procedure covered is >3
and length of stay is >3then it found that as an abnormal
case.‖ And same as in insurance claim dataset if insurer is
from region 'A 'and have disease heart-surgery and have
diagnosis procedure coding error =yes and delay in submitting the document =yes and so on then it’s a possibility that
his claim going to be rejected. This lead to a further investigation. Finally, each rule was evaluated by establishing a
mapping from the rule to a measure of its significance using
simple summary statistics made in that cluster and the average size of the claims; then would be signaled for further
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Evaluation

of

Supervised

Confusion matrix
This section summarizes and compares different ways of
evaluating the performance of binary classifiers, in which
cases are labeled as either fraudulent or legitimate. In the
performance evaluation of a binary classifier, an important
initial step is to construct a confusion matrix based on the
testing dataset.

The cell labeled with ―TP‖ records the number of actual
fraudulent cases that are correctly predicted by the classifier;
other cells, FP, FN, and TN, are defined in similar ways.
Among error-based methods, an ROC curve is commonly
used which plots the true positive against the false positive
rates at different decision making thresholds of a classifier.
The curve can be used to select a decision threshold that
leads to a satisfactory sensitivity (i.e., true positive rate) and
specificity (i.e., 1–false positive rate). In addition, the area
under the curve, called AUC (Area under Curve), indicates
the discriminating power of the classifier. Specially, if a
classifier performs perfectly, AUC=1; if it performs randomly, AUC=0.5; the closer the AUC to 1, the higher the discriminating power of the classifier.

5. Visualization
Logistic regression

Figure indicates group1 as fraudulent claims and group 0 as
non fraudulent claims decision tree
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Figure shows a decision tree for insurance claim acceptance and rejection decision dataset.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper introduces some preliminary
knowledge of health care system and its fraudulent
behaviors, analyzes the characteristics of health care data.
For future research, several directions have been pointed out
and different other methods can be experimented to improve
analytics and accuracy of detection of fraud However, to
identify and eliminated the causes of fraud is the ultimate
goal, so that fraud can be prevented in the future. Second,
because both fraudulent and legitimate patterns in health
care data may change over time, health care fraud detection
method have to be dynamic enough to adapt these changes.
Hence, future researches can attempt to develop selfevolving fraud detection methods.Applying Big Data
analysis methods can lead to rapid detection of abnormal
claims,and then creates a new set of tests to narrow the
segment potentially fraudulent applications or to detect new
patterns of fraud, previously unknown. An analysis of Big
Data technology demonstrates its huge potential, but it
shows that native tools for data analysis are still immature.
The analysis methods applied in the field of health insurance
were briefly described, each of them being effective for a
particular type of fraud or a particular stage of the fraud
detection process. All this leads to the conclusion that the
best solution for detecting fraud in the health insurance
system is, at present, a decision tree and naive Bayesian
classification, both in terms of technologies and in terms of
models of analysis.
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